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Sky models are quantitative representations of natural luminance of the sky under
various atmospheric conditions. They have been used extensively in studies of architectural design for nearly a century, and more recently for rendering objects in the
field of computer graphics. The objectives of this paper are to (1) describe sky models, (2) demonstrate how map designers can render terrain under various sky models
in a typical geographic information system (GIS), (3) illustrate potential enhancements
to terrain renderings using sky models, and (4) discuss how sky models, with their
well-established standards from a different discipline, might contribute to a virtual geographic environment (VGE).
Current GIS hill-shading tools use the Lambertian assumption which can be related
to a simple point light source at an infinite distance to render terrain. General sky models allow the map designer to choose from a gamut of sky models standardized by
the International Commission on Illumination (CIE). We present a computer application that allows the map designer to select a general sky model and to use existing
GIS tools to illuminate any terrain under that model. The application determines the
orientations and weights of many discrete point light sources that, in the aggregate,
approximate the illumination provided by the chosen sky model. We discuss specific
enhancements to terrains that are shaded and shadowed with these general sky models,
including additional detail of secondary landforms with soft shadows and more realistic
shading contrasts. We also illustrate how non-directional illumination models result in
renderings that lack the perceptual relief effect. Additionally, we argue that this process
of creating hill-shaded visualizations of terrain with sky models shows parallels to other
geo-simulations, and that basing such work on standards from the computer graphics
industry shows potential for its use in VGE.
Keywords: sky models; daylighting; hill-shading; shadowing; terrain illumination;
VGE; CIE; geo-simulation

1. Introduction
A cartographic goal of mapping terrain is to visualize landforms and other terrain features.
This can be accomplished by abstract means, such as hachures (Imhof 1982), or methods
that lead toward more realistic simulations. In our research, we strive to create more realistic renderings of terrain using general sky models, and highlight how such representations
can enhance the visualization of terrain and its landforms.
To this end, we make two propositions: (1) that a general sky model can represent almost all lighting effects currently used in terrain rendering, and (2) that virtual
*Corresponding author. Email: Patrick.Kennelly@liu.edu
© 2013 Taylor & Francis
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geographic environments (VGEs) concerned with three-dimensional (3D) visualization
should support terrain rendering under arbitrary skies using state-of-the-art methods
from the field of computer graphics. Examples of sky models are given and a rendering application is provided that allows map designers to illuminate a terrain under these
models.
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2. Sky models
After a brief history of sky models, we describe the models currently used in geographical
information system (GIS) and computer graphics, and describe in more detail the commonly used ‘environment map’ representation. In the following, ‘luminance’ is the flux
density of light emitted from a point in a direction. Luminance can come from the sky or
from the ground. ‘Illumination’ is a pattern of luminance from the sky.
2.1. Early sky models
Early systematic measurements of sky luminance were made in Chicago, Illinois and
Washington, DC as reported by Kimball and Hand (1922), with results contributing to
the best practices of the Illuminating Engineering Society (1993). Subsequent studies from
throughout the world in the first half of the 1900s made important observations of daylight
luminance (Gillette et al. 1984). The first observation was that illumination has two logical
end members associated with clear and overcast skies, with little variation seen in these
two categories from place to place. The second observation was that, in the case of clear
skies, illumination varied primarily with inclination of the sun above the horizontal. This is
in line with a simple point source illumination model, which allows adjustment of azimuth
and inclination of the illumination vector in hill-shading terrain, but does not account for
the distribution of luminance in such clear skies.
Kimball and Hand (1922) suggested applications for their sky models, specifically the
design of a type of roof to optimize daylight. Such ‘daylighting’ studies continue to be
used for architectural design considerations related to efficient use of energy for lighting,
heating and cooling buildings (e.g., Hopkinson et al. 1966, Moore 1985, Robbins 1985).
Kimball and Hand (1922) also noted that cloudy day skies had highest values of luminosity near their zenith with decreasing luminosity toward the horizon. Twenty years later,
Moon and Spencer (1942) formalized the luminance distribution for the overcast sky
model. Luminance increases by a factor of 3 from horizon to zenith, with the distribution of luminance showing radial symmetry with respect to the zenith. This went on to
become an accepted standard for luminance distribution of the sky by the International
Commission on Illumination (CIE) in 1955 (Nakamura et al. 1985).
A clear sky model requires a more complex derivation, due in part to its lack of symmetry with respect to the zenith (assuming the sun on a clear day is not located directly
overhead). The general construct for most such sky models begins with a ‘sky dome’ (e.g.,
Nishita and Nakamae 1974), where the sky is approximated as a hemisphere of very large
radius centered over the object to be illuminated. Using this model, any distribution of
illumination that can be mapped to a hemisphere can then be used to illuminate an object.
In this construct, a point on the hemisphere has an azimuth and inclination from horizontal
that corresponds to a direction from which the light is arriving.
Kittler (1967) was the first to come up with a rigorous derivation of the clear day sky
model. A clear sky standard of luminance distribution was first adopted by the CIE in
1973 (Nakamura et al. 1985). Derivations of sky models based on clear and overcast days
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eventually were incorporated into standards by the International Organization for Standards
(ISO) as well as the CIE (ISO/CIE 1996).
The point source model assumes the illumination source is at an infinite distance
from the object being illuminated, resulting in parallel illumination vectors across the
terrain. Algorithms can then uses Lambert’s law of cosines to establish a simple relationship between the incident angle of illumination and the brightness of all surface units.
Additionally, if the surface behaves as an ideal diffuse reflector, issues of reflections among
surface elements can be ignored with less loss in accuracy. This simplified model served
as the de facto practice for manual hill-shading in areas not requiring local adjustments of
the direction of illumination (Imhof 1982), and continues as such to the present day.
The uniform illumination model assumes a ‘sky dome’ with equal brightness in all
sectors. Although this uniform sky standard was not established by the CIE until 1970,
uniform illumination was commonly used in daylighting calculations before the overcast
sky model was adopted (Nakamura et al. 1985). Uniform and overcast skies both result in
renderings that lack directional shadowing effects.
Nakamura et al. (1985) gathered photometric measures of the sky over Japan using
fish-eye lenses. They determined that actual sky conditions did not match clear or overcast
standards, and developed their own intermediate sky model. Perraudeau (1988) proposed
three intermediate sky models: the intermediate overcast sky, the intermediate sky, and
the intermediate clear sky. Perez et al. (1993) derived an ‘all-weather sky’ model, and
devised a method for incorporating common irradiance measurements to locally refine
existing sky models. Their model’s framework includes a mathematical expression that is
a generalization of the CIE clear sky formula. The formula includes five coefficients that
can be adjusted to represent a gamut of potential skies, including an overcast sky.
Numerous sky models continued to be developed. Based on statistical methods applied
to measures of sky luminance in Tokyo, Japan, Igawa et al. (1997) identified 20 patterns of
luminance distribution. Kittler et al. (1998) used data from Tokyo, Japan, from Berkeley,
California, and from Sydney, Australia to define 15 sky types of relative luminance distribution. Five were then assigned to the classes of overcast, clear, and transitional. With the
preponderance of sky models, it became apparent that a general model was needed with
parameters that could be modified to account for any sky model at any locality.
Such a model was proposed by Darula and Kittler (2002), and adopted as the CIE general sky model in 2004. Their model uses five different parameters and includes a table
listing 15 standard relative luminance distributions. Two parameters (a and b) define the
relative gradation of luminance moving from the zenith toward the horizon with six standard gradation curves numbered I–VI. In addition, three parameters (c, d, and e) are used to
define a scattering indicatrix. These parameters relate the relative luminance of each sector
of the sky to its angular difference from the illumination direction, with these six standard
indicatrix curves numbered 1–6.
2.2. Sky models in GIS and computer graphics
Near the same time at the CIE general sky model was adopted, computer graphics research
tackled more advanced sky models that included multiple atmospheric effects. One frequently used example is the work of Preetham et al. (1999), which approximated full
spectrum daylight and atmospheric conditions used to render terrain models. The Preetham
et al. model was adapted from the luminance-only model of Perez et al. (1993) to include
two color channels. Renderings with the Preetham et al. model can show the terrain rendered at various times of day, and with variable ‘turbitity’ due to haze. Although such
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effects are impressive on images showing both terrain and sky, the effect would be much
less noticeable on the typical hill-shaded maps of terrain created by many map designers.
Recent computer graphics research continues in a similar vein. Sloup (2002) summarized atmospheric effects modeled at that time and introduced a numerical solution to the
light transfer equation. Haber et al. (2005) numerically simulated radiation transfer in the
atmosphere in order to better render twilight phenomena. Zotti et al. (2007) compared
values from Preetham et al. (1999) to ISO/CIE (2004) CIE general sky luminance distributions and their own sky observations, and described ranges of turbidity for which the
calculations break down. They suggested Haber et al. (2005) as a more rigorous approach.

2.3. Representation of sky models with environment maps
In a computer program, a sky model can be represented as a procedure that returns the
radiance, L(θ, φ), from a given direction.
Alternatively, a sky model can be represented as an environment map, a twodimensional discrete sampling of the radiance function that can be stored in a table or
in a graphics texture. Environment maps were originally used to store an image of the surrounding environment and to reflect that environment off of specular surfaces, making the
surfaces appear more realistic.
The original environment maps were called sphere maps (Miller and Hoffman 1984)
and recorded the incident illumination in a table indexed by azimuth and elevation. Cube
maps (Greene 1986) instead projected the environment onto a cube and stored each face
of the cube in a texture for easier filtering and lookup. The dual paraboloid mapping
(Heidrich and Seidel 1998) provided a better parameterization of the incident directions,
which resulted in good-quality sampling in all viewing directions. Cube maps and the
dual-paraboloid mapping are now implemented in graphics hardware.

3. Terrain rendering methods
Terrain in cartographic displays is often rendered using hill-shading tools provided with
GIS software. These algorithms commonly calculate the brightness of a surface element
using the angle between the surface normal vector and an illumination vector in the direction of the sun. But more information can be conveyed in the rendered terrain by using
multiple light sources, or by determining how much of the sky dome is visible from each
surface element, or by using a general sky model. Algorithms from computer graphics can
now render a terrain at interactive rates under a dynamically changing sky model, while
also incorporating inter-reflections among terrain elements (e.g., Sloan et al. 2002).

3.1. Point source illumination
An early mathematical approach to shading terrain was offered by Wiechel (1878). He
derived a trigonometric formula using the aspect directions and angles complementary to
inclination of the surface normal and illumination vectors to calculate an intensity for each
surface based on Lambert’s law of cosines. Such a methodology, however, would be difficult to implement on a smoothly varying topographic surface without first approximating
it by a series of facets. Map designers instead often used the contours to determine the
orientation of elements of the terrain in concert with a direction of illumination to apply
tones of gray for hill-shading (Yoeli 1959; Imhof 1982).
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Yoeli (1965, 1966, 1967) led computer-based analytic visualization of terrain from a
computational standpoint, despite shortcomings of effective computer display and output
devices at the time (see discussion in Kennelly 2002). Brassel et al. (1974) approximated
hill-shading with special character sets on a line printer, and plotting continuous shades of
gray was fully computer-automated by Peucker et al. (1974) using a digital elevation model
(DEM) as the basis for analysis and visualization. Brassel (1974) extended such research
by accounting for atmospheric variations with elevation. From the computer graphics perspective, Horn (1982) integrated literature from both disciplines, highlighting similarities
and overlap between hill-shading and computer graphics renderings.
GIS practitioners began to optimize hill-shading, resulting in extensive and detailed
maps such as Thelin and Pike’s (1991) map of the conterminous United States. At the same
time, Weibel and Heller (1991) are notable for discussing ‘more sophisticated illumination
models’ in computer graphics, including ones using ambient light.
The sky model used in today’s GIS software is typically that of a point light source representing the sun. We assume this model is so prevalent in cartographic rendering because
it is relatively easy to implement. It also results in a hill-shading effect that allows most
map users to perceive the shape of the terrain.
3.2. Multiple-point illumination
It is not possible for all landforms of a terrain rendered with point source illumination to be
equally discernible. In general, surface features such as ridges or valleys that are oriented
approximately parallel to the illumination vector will be rendered with the least contrast.
A number of methods have been devised to address this issue.
Imhof (1982) discussed concepts of using multiple illumination directions to better
represent valleys or other landforms not apparent from the preferred illumination direction.
In general, such techniques involve locally adjusting the direction of illumination. This
approach is tailored to local landform geometries, and is in contrast to a single sky model
that is applied to all terrain features.
One cartographic technique that explicitly defines the distribution (and color) of lights
in the sky was suggested by Hobbs (1999) for his map of the Hawaiian Islands. He used
three illumination sources of various colors situated at 120 increments of azimuth. The
resulting map is interesting, but the conceptual framework is more similar to Warn’s (1983)
idea of studio lighting than to that of a realistic sky model.
GIS research in insolation often uses multiple-point illumination sources. One example
of such an application is the Solar Analyst extension in ArcGIS software by Esri (Fu and
Rich, 1999, 2002). The intent of that application, however, is to estimate insolation values
based on the location of the sun in the sky on multiple dates. It is not designed to use sky
models to provide more advanced rendering of terrain.
3.3. Horizon-based Illumination
Several approaches have sought to determine what part of the sky is visible from each
point on the terrain, and to shade the point based on the fraction of the sky that is visible. These approaches necessarily compute the horizon as seen from each point on the
terrain, since the horizon defines the boundary of the visible sky, and varies from point to
point.
Iqbal (1983) described the ‘unit sphere method’ in which a point is shaded in proportion
to the area of visible sky projected onto a horizontal plane. Dubayah and Rich (1995)
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similarly described the ‘sky view factor’ as the ratio of diffuse sky irradiance at a point to
the total possible (unobstructed) irradiance on a flat surface. For isotropic skies, this can
be computed from average zenithal angle of the surrounding horizon.
Determining the horizon at a point is very computationally expensive, as it can require
inspection of every other point on the terrain, and this process must be repeated for every
point. Several methods subsample the horizon at a point, p, by traversing the terrain in
a number of fixed directions around p and finding the point of maximum inclination
with respect to pin each of those directions (Dozier et al. 1981, Cabral et al. 1987, Max
1988, Wang et al. 2000). Interestingly, Max (1988) achieves soft shadows on the terrain
by determining the fraction of the sun’s disk that lies above the horizon. These methods
take computation time of O (n1.5 ) on average in a terrain of n points. Stewart (1998) provided a more efficient method that computes the sampled horizon at every point in time O
(n log2 n). More involved methods (e.g., Heidrich et al. 2000) also compute inter-reflections
on the terrain surface.
Ambient occlusion, also known as accessibility mapping (e.g., Miller 1994, Zhukov
et al. 1998, Spitz and Requicha 2000, Iones et al. 2003), is an approach which computes, for each point of the surface, the solid angle of directions in which the outside
environment is locally visible. This solid angle gives an approximation of the amount
of light arriving at the point from the outside environment and permits shadowing from
extended light sources to be estimated, much like the sky view factor of Dubayah and Rich
(1995).
3.4. Full-sky illumination
The goal of rendering a terrain under full-sky illumination is to evaluate the rendering
equation (Kajiya 1986) to determine the radiance, L, emitted at every terrain point, x

L (x, wo ) = Le (x, ωo ) +



L (x, ωi ) f (x, ωi , ωo ) (N (x) · ωi ) dωi ,

(1)

where Le is the ‘self-emitted’ radiance;  is the hemisphere of directions centered on the
surface normal, N(x); ωi is the unit vector in the direction from which incoming light is
arriving; ωo is the unit vector in the direction toward which outgoing light is leaving; and
f is the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) describing the ratio of the
outgoing radiance to the incoming flux density.
Since the sky is assumed to be very distant from the terrain, there is no positional
dependence on the sky radiance and L(x,ωi ) is often abbreviated as L(ωi ) for directions, ωi ,
in which the sky is visible from x.
Monte Carlo methods (Halton 1970, Cook et al. 1984) are considered the ‘gold standard’ way to evaluate the rendering equation and consist of tracing rays of light through the
scene across multiple bounces with the terrain surface. Many variants of ray tracing exist
that accelerate the computation at the expense of accuracy, but ray tracing is typically quite
computationally expensive.
Classical radiosity (Goral et al. 1984) assumes an ideal Lambertian surface with
constant BRDF (i.e., f (x, ωi , ωo ) = πρ for surface albedo ρ) and iteratively evaluates
light transfer between surface patches of the terrain. Radiosity also produces very good
renderings, but is again quite computationally expensive. But Keller (1997) described a
fast method to exploit the graphics hardware with a set of virtual light sources to evaluate
the radiosity solution.
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3.5. Pre-computed illumination
A sky model, L(ω), can be approximated as a sum of basis functions,
L (ω) =



αi Li (ω),
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where Li are the basis functions and α i are the weights of the basis functions. Each Li
basis function is itself a sky model. If Li are chosen well then a particular sky model, L,
can be represented as a linear combination of Li . Advantages of this formulation are that a
particular sky model can be compactly represented with a sequence of coefficients, α i , and
that a terrain can be rendered under any such sky model as a sum of pre-rendered terrains.
The number of coefficients is typically small (under 100).
Sky models that are represented as a sum of basis functions permit very fast interactive
evaluation of the rendering equation. In a precomputation step, the rendering equation is
evaluated once for each of the basis functions individually. Let Ti (x) be the radiosity of
point x of the terrain
rendered under the Li sky model. Then, to render under a particular
sky model, L (ω) = i αi Li (ω), we can simply compute a weighted sum of the alreadyrendered terrains:
T (x) =



αi Ti (x)

(2)

i

This is a very fast process and allows the sky model to be varied at interactive rates on the
computer screen.
Nimeroff et al. (1994) used polynomials in the cosine of the angle between the sun
and surface normal for their basis functions. These were chosen so that the sky model was
‘steerable’: any rotational transformation of the model could be represented with some
linear combination of the basis functions. Nimeroff et al. demonstrated that clear skies,
cloudy skies, and linear combinations of these skies could be modeled with their basis
functions. Self-shadowing and surface interreflections could not be handled because the
sky model described only the direct, unobstructed irradiance. Dobashi et al. (1995) used
spherical harmonics as basis functions in their lighting models. Ramamoorthi and Hanrahan (2001) showed that only nine coefficients were necessary to determine irradiance to
within 1% using spherical harmonics.
Sloan et al. (2002) showed that self-shadowing and surface inter-reflections could be
pre-computed and modeled using the same spherical harmonics as were used to model the
sky. This ‘precomputed radiance transfer’ determined, for each surface point, a vector (for
diffuse surfaces) or a matrix (for specular surfaces) that could be multiplied by the vector
of sky model coefficients to determine the radiance of the surface point. Sloan et al. found
that only 9–25 coefficients were needed to accurately represent radiance transfer.
4. An application for rendering with general skies in the GIS
Rendering of a terrain under a changing sky at interactive rates is a solved problem in
computer graphics, but current GIS software does not even support rendering under static
general skies.
To show the effects of general sky models and rendering with these models in GIS,
we describe a method (and provide a corresponding software application in Section 4.4)
to render terrains under general sky models within the constraints of current GIS software,
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with the hope that such standards from the field of computer graphics will be utilized in
future VGEs.
4.1. Examples of sky models
This section describes five sky models that are available in the software application: the
uniform sky, the overcast sky, the clear sky, the sharp sky, and the turbid sky. Each is
described in terms of the sky radiance, L(θ, φ), in all directions. Let

• (θ , φ) be the direction from which radiance arrives, with inclination θ equal to zero
Downloaded by [Pennsylvania State University] at 05:03 06 December 2013

at the zenith,

• (θ sun , φ sun ) be the direction of the sun, and
• γ be the angle between (θ sun , φ sun ) and (θ, φ).
In what follows, the sky radiance can be arbitrarily scaled to represent brighter or darker
skies. In our application, the scaling of the sky radiance has no effect since, after the terrain
illumination is computed from the sky radiance, we scale and bias the terrain illumination to lie within a range that is convenient to represent on the computer, typically 0...255
(8 bits) or 0...65535 (16 bits).
The uniform sky (Figure 1a) has the same radiance in all directions:
L(θ , φ) = 1
The overcast sky (Figure 1b) has a uniform component plus another component that
increases toward the zenith. This was originally described by Moon and Spencer (1942):
L(θ , φ) = 0.33 + 0.67 sin θ
The CIE general sky, described by Darula and Kittler (2002), has five parameters to define
various skies:
L(θ, φ) = (1 + c (exp (dγ ) − exp (πd/2)) + e cos2 γ )(1 + a exp(b/cos θ))

(3)

Their exposition includes a normalizing term to ensure that the radiance is equal to one
at the zenith. We do not include the normalizing term because it is redundant in our case,
since we scale and bias the terrain illumination values to a fixed range. The variables a, b,
c, d, and e are given various values to model different skies, as described by Darula and
Kittler (2002).
The clear sky (Figure 1c) is brightest in the direction of the sun but diminishes in
brightness less quickly toward the horizon than it does in other directions away from the
sun. This sky is one case of the CIE general sky, described as ‘Type 11: White-blue sky
with distinct solar corona’. In Equation (3), the parameters of the Type 11 sky are a = –1,
b = –0.55, c = 10, d = –3, and e = 0.45. Note that this is not the ‘Type 12: CIE standard
clear sky, low illuminance turbidity’, which has more illumination near the horizon than
the Type 11 sky.
The sharp sky (Figure 1d) is bright in the direction of the sun and tapers off very quickly
away from the sun. A constant term, a, is added for ambient illumination in all directions.
The specularity increases with the s parameter:
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 1. The radiance for (a) uniform, (b) overcast, (c) sharp, (d) clear, and (e) turbid skies. In the
left column, the center of the circle corresponds to an inclination of 90◦ and the circumference to an
inclination of 0◦ . In the right column, the radiance is shown on the side of a hemisphere, where each
point represents one direction from the sky.
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coss γ + a if cos γ > 0
L (θ, φ) =
a
otherwise
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The parameters of this sky can be chosen to approximate the classic point source rendering
used in cartography. In the particular example of Figure 1d (and in the later Figures 6 –8),
the parameters of the sharp distribution are a = 0.1 and s = 250.
The turbid sky (Figure 1e) has less illumination from above and more illumination from
the horizon than the clear sky. This is one case of the CIE general sky, described as ‘Type
14: Cloudless turbid sky with broad solar corona’. In Equation (3), the parameters of the
Type 14 sky are a = – 1, b = –0.15, c = 16, d = –3, and e = 0.3.
4.2. Terrain illumination under a given sky model
We will assume a perfectly diffuse terrain surface and will ignore surface inter-reflections.
The radiance, L(x), leaving a terrain point, x, due solely to reflected sky illumination is
(Kajiya 1986)
ρ(x)
L(x) =
π


0

2π



π
2

V (x, θ , φ) L(θ, φ) cos γ sin θ dθ dφ

(4)

0

where

• V (θ , φ) is the ‘visibility term’ which is 1 if the sky is visible from x in direction
(θ , φ) and 0 if the sky is blocked from x in that direction;

• γ is the angle between the surface normal at x and the direction (θ, φ) and cos γ is
the usual Lambertian hill-shading term (cos γ is clamped to the range [0,1] for the
purposes of hill-shading);
• ρ(x) is the terrain albedo at x; and
• sin θ dθ dφ is an infinitesimal solid angle (measured in steradians) in the direction
(θ , φ), where inclination angle θ is zero at the zenith.

Radiance can be converted to luminance (which is the perceived intensity) using the CIE
standard photopic luminosity function (Gibson and Tyndall 1923).
To render under a general sky within the constraints of current GIS software, we must
cast the general-sky lighting problem as a point-lighting problem. We use the method
described in Section 3.5to render a terrain as a weighted sum of other rendered terrains
(Equation (2) but require that each other terrain be rendered using point lighting in the GIS
software.
Choosing a set of point light sources to approximate the continuous illumination of the
sky dome is a Monte Carlo sampling problem. The integral of Equation (4) is estimated by
N point sources in different directions, (θ i , φ i ):
ρ(x) 
V (x, θi , φi ) L(θi , φi ) cos γi ωi
π i=1
N

L(x) ≈

(5)

where wi is the weight of the sample in direction (θ i , φ i ) and is equal to the solid angle of
the sky that this sample represents. Note that wi corresponds, in the integral of Equation (4),
to the infinitesimal solid angle, sin θ dθ dφ, of the sky centered around direction (θ, φ).
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To compute Equation (5) at all points of a terrain, the GIS is used to render a shaded
and shadowed grid, Gi , for each direction, (θ i , φ i ). For Gi , the radiance of the point light
source given to the GIS is L(θ i , φ i ) as defined by the chosen sky model. The GIS handles the
visibility term, V(x, θ i , φ i ), through its shadowing computation and handles the Lambertian
term, cos γ i, through its shading calculation.
The N shaded and shadowed grids are summed to produce a grid illuminated by the
chosen sky model:
G(x) = Gρ (x)

N


ωi Gi (x)

(6)
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i=1

where Gρ (x) is a grid in which point x has value

ρ(x)
π

4.3. Computing sample directions and weights
Given a sky model with a continuous radiance distribution, L(θ, φ), two questions arise:
How should the sample directions, (θ i , φ i ), be distributed and what should be their
weights, wi ?
Two strategies used in Monte Carlo integration are ‘importance sampling’ and ‘stratified sampling’. Both strategies reduce the variance of the estimate of the integral, producing
a result that is more likely to be accurate and that requires fewer samples.
Importance sampling places more samples where the integrand is larger; in the case
of sky sampling, more samples are placed where the sky is brighter. Stratified sampling
breaks the domain into strata, in each of which the variance of the integrand is expected to
be small.
We use a slight modification of the method of Agarwal et al. (2003) to generate sample
directions using both importance sampling and stratified sampling:
(1) We start with a large number (typically about 10,000) of sky directions, chosen to
have uniform spacing in inclination and azimuth (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. The initial sampling of the sky hemisphere using 9956 sample directions, each of which
represents approximately the same solid angle of the sky.
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Strata in the clear sky

Strata in the overcast sky

Figure 3. Seven strata of the sky; only four strata are present in the overcast sky because there is less
variance in illumination. Each stratum contains a range of radiances equal to one standard deviation
of all the radiances.

(2) The sky radiance in each direction is computed from the chosen sky model. The
standard deviation, σ , of these radiances is computed. The maximum radiance,
Lmax , is determined.
(3) The directions are divided into n strata, s1 , s2 , . . ., sn , with n chosen as the number
of standard deviations between the minimum and maximum radiances. Stratum
sj contains directions with radiances between (Lmax − (j − 1) σ ) and (Lmax − j σ )
(see Figure 3).
(4) Each stratum, sj , is allocated an approximately equal number of sample directions.
(This is in contrast to the method of Agarwal et al. (2003) and is done to reduce per
ceptible artefacts1 in exchange for some increased computational cost.) Samples
are thus allocated according to importance, with samples being allocated more
densely to areas of higher radiance, which are typically much smaller than areas of
lower radiance.
(5) Within each stratum, sj , the sample directions are chosen with the algorithm of
Hochbaum and Shmoys (1985): The first sample direction is picked randomly from
among all of the directions within the stratum. Each subsequent sample direction
in the stratum is chosen as the direction with the largest angular distance from
all of the already-chosen sample directions. This results in good coverage of each
stratum and in evenly separated sample directions within each stratum (Agarwal
et al. 2003) (see Figure 4).
(6) The N sample directions are transformed to a set of N points on the unit hemisphere
and the Voronoi diagram on the sphere is computed (Na et al. 2002). The weight,
wi , of the ith sample direction is calculated as the solid angle subtended by the
Voronoi cell of the ith point (see Figure 5).
The result is a set of N sample directions, each having a weight equal to the solid angle of
the sky that the sample direction represents. As seen in Figure 5, the algorithm concentrates
many samples in those directions with bright light, but gives those samples low weight. The
algorithm has a much less dense sampling in directions of low radiance and gives those
samples more weight, in proportion to the larger solid angle that each sample represents.
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Samples in the overcast sky

Figure 4. The subset of sample directions chosen within each stratum. Each stratum has an even
distribution of 29 or 30 samples. In the general sky, darker strata have less dense samples, each of
which is responsible for a larger solid angle.

Regions in the clear sky

Regions in the overcast sky

Figure 5. The Voronoi cells around each sample point. The weight of a sample point is proportional
to the solid angle subtended by its Voronoi cell. In brighter areas there is a denser sampling, but each
sample has lower weight.

Each of these directions, (θ i , φ i ), radiances, L(θ i , φ i ), and weights, wi , can be used
in the GIS to compute a shaded and shadowed terrain under the given sky model, using
Equation (6) as described above.
Alternative methods could be used to general sample directions. Kollig and Keller
(2003) also use a Voronoi-based subdivision. Debevec (2005) uses a recursive rectangular subdivision which works well when there are many small, bright sources of light
that are captured by small rectangles of the subdivision. However, for the smoothly
varying skies that we want to model, the rectangular subdivision (adapted to the hemisphere) would probably yield a more variable estimator than one based on a Voronoi
partition.
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4.4. A computer application to compute directions and weights
We developed a computer application that allows the map designer to choose a sky model
and adjust parameters, including the azimuth and inclination, and the number of sample
points used. The application shows sample terrains under the chosen illumination, allowing the map designer to immediately see the effects of different sky models and different
parameter settings. Once the model and its parameters have been chosen, the application
applies the algorithm described above to produce sample directions and weights. The application exports a comma-delimited text file containing values of azimuth, inclination, and
weight (based on radiance). Instructions on utilizing the exported text file in the GIS with
a Python script are provided with the application, which can be downloaded from http://
watkins.cs.queensu.ca/ ∼jstewart/skyModels.zip.
The sky models incorporated in the application include sharp, uniform, and Moon
and Spencer’s (1942) overcast sky. It also includes all 15 of Darula and Kittler’s (2002)
standard relative luminance distributions discussed in Section 2.2. We render terrain in
Section 5 with two of these: a clear sky (General Type 12: CIE standard clear sky, low
illuminance turbidity); and a turbid sky (General Type 14: cloudless turbid sky with broad
solar corona).
5. Results and implementation
All DEMs were downloaded from http://viewer.nationalmap.gov/viewer (the National Map
Viewer). The Valley and Ridge province of Pennsylvania (632 × 628 cells) and Mt. Hood,
Oregon (764 × 942 cells) grids both are one arc-second (approximately 27 × 27 meter)
data. The Grand Canyon of Arizona (1486 × 1600 cells) grid is 1/3 arc-second (approximately 9 meter) data. We used a Python (by the Python Software Foundation) script for
shading and shadowing.
Results of using this application were rendered with a vertical exaggeration of five
times (5×) to increase the presence of shadows. In addition to hill-shading, this method
takes shadows from various illumination directions into account when calculating shades
of gray for individual grid cells. Because of this vertical exaggeration, it should also be
noted that the inclinations of the illumination directions reported below are correct, but the
illumination is acting on vertically exaggerated terrain. A similar effect could have been
produced using terrain with no vertical exaggeration and lesser inclination angles for the
illumination direction.
Figures 6–8 are rendered with six different illumination models (a–f). The first rendering (a) uses a traditional point source illumination, using an azimuth of 315◦ and an
inclination of 45◦ . The three following maps have a directional component: sharp (b),
clear (c), and turbid (d). The final two renderings have no variations in brightness with
respect to aspect: overcast (e) and uniform (f). We refer to these as ‘non-directional’
renderings because their sky illumination models exhibit no brightness variations with
respect to azimuth.
We use 250 sky points for rendering these terrains. Kennelly and Stewart (2006) looked
at the number of points necessary to render an urban DEM without artifacts. They demonstrated that 250 sky point sources are sufficient for detailed shading. Although terrain
rendered in this study is generally smoother, sharp edges along ridges or cliffs can result
in the same artifacts without sufficient sky points. All sky models use the default values
for ambient light and specularity shown in Figure 1, except the ‘Sharp’ model. Increased
ambient light and decreased specularity make sharp illumination easier to distinguish from
a point source illumination.
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Figure 6. Renderings of a portion of the Valley and Ridge province, Pennsylvania, using various
sky models.

We make evaluations of the results below based on a number of subjective criteria. One
is whether additional landforms are more discernible using various sky models. Another is
whether the shading maintains the perceptual relief effect, shading that aids most users in
visualizing the three-dimensionality of the terrain.
5.1. Valley and ridge, Pennsylvania
The Valley and Ridge province (Figure 6) includes plunging folds of resistant layers of
sedimentary rocks that create a sinuous pattern of sharp ridges. The axes of the plunging
folds create broad ridges and valleys that tend to narrow from southwest to northeast.
The point source illumination rendering (a) clearly differentiates sloping terrain of various orientations. Areas facing northwest are uniformly bright, while those facing southeast
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(a) Point source

(b) Sharp

(c) Clear day

(d) Turbid sky

(e) Overcast sky

(f) Uniform

Renderings of Mt. Hood, Oregon, using various sky models.

are dark, a strong directional bias associated with the perceptual relief effect. Ridgelines
and valleys are represented by sharp transition moving from northwest to southeast of
bright to dark and dark to bright shading, respectively. The rendering could be described
as having a shiny or glossy sheen.
With directional renderings in (b), (c), and (d) dark areas are not as dark and bright
areas are not as bright. This reduces the directional bias while preserving the perceptual
relief effect, and helps to distinguish more secondary features on the areas sloping to the
southeast and northwest, respectively. Ridges have an increasingly brighter band toward
the ridgeline and valleys have a darker band near the edges of river channels. The gentle
northwest facing slopes are most brightly illuminated with the turbid sky, as this sky has the
greatest concentration of brightness closest to the horizon. These renderings lack a glossy
sheen and suggest a style akin to rendering by pencil shading.
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Figure 8. Renderings of a portion of the Grand Canyon, Arizona, using various sky models.

Non-directional renderings in (e) and (f) are similar to slope shading, as discussed by
Imhof (1982). This rendering does not represent ‘the steeper, the darker’ but, rather, ‘the
less visible sky, the darker’. It is not possible to distinguish areas with northwest versus
southeast aspect based on brightness. Ridgelines appear bright with darker shading on
either side. This is apparent in the sinuous ridgeline and the broader noses of the two
plunging anticlines. Stream channels appear as relatively bright, curvilinear features with
edges of the channels shaded darker.
5.2. Mt. Hood, Oregon
Mt. Hood (Figure 7) is a stratovolcano in the Cascade mountain range with a summit elevation of 3429 meters and a prominence of more than 2300 meters. Mt. Hood has one
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prominent peak, with less conspicuous ridgelines (arêtes) and U-shaped glacial valleys
along its flank.
While the point source illumination model (a) renders the northeast, northwest, and
southwest flanks of the volcano brightly, the southeast flank appears dark. This results in
the valleys and ridgelines being difficult to discern on this side.
The directional renderings in (b), (c), and (d) add brightness and detail to the southeast flank, making arêtes and glacial valleys more apparent. Overall patterns of brightness
and darkness for such features are similar to appearance as those described for directional
shading of the Valley and Ridge.
The non-directional renderings in (e) and (f) highlight local terrain, but may make
identifying the overall volcanic landform more challenging. Although directional bias is
mitigated, the perceptual relief effect is lost. Without cues from directional lighting, the
map user may need to employ a strategy such as tracing ridge and valley lines to their
nexus to identify the peak of Mt. Hood. We would not recommend using non-directional
illumination for illuminating isolated peaks due to the loss of the three-dimensionality of
the resulting map.
While ridgelines appear as bright traces, many valleys do not have the previously
described pattern of a central brighter channel flanked by darker channel. This is likely
due to the rivers in this area flowing in larger glacial valleys, and the relatively small variations in elevation associated with channel edges when compared to the overall relief of the
landscape.
5.3. The Grand Canyon, Arizona
The Grand Canyon in Figure 8 is a negative relief feature carved approximately
1800 meters into the Kaibab Plateau by the Colorado River. Layers of sedimentary rocks,
with varying resistance to erosion, result in canyon walls with more and less steeply sloping
sides. More sky light tends to be blocked moving deeper into the canyon.
The point source rendering (a) highlights sloping canyon walls, with shading variations
apparent at ridgelines and at the canyon’s bottom. The broad flat area representing the
Colorado River and its narrow floodplain is clearly displayed as a ribbon of medium gray,
but the tributaries flowing into the Colorado from the side canyons are not apparent.
The directional renderings in (b), (c) and (d) show contrasts between southeast and
northwest slopes less starkly, revealing additional detail on these canyon walls. This
variation from point source rendering is least apparent with the turbid sky, as much of
the illumination coming from near the horizon does not penetrate far into the canyon. The
Colorado River shows numerous subtle variations in shades of gray based on how much
of the sky model’s brightness is visible from a point on the river. Also, tributaries to the
Colorado River can now be discerned at the bottom of side canyons.
The non-directional renderings in (e) and (f) show more symmetrical shading with
respect to ridges and valleys. Although these maps seem to have hypsometric grayscale
tinting darkening in deeper areas of the canyon, this is not the case. The canyon is shaded
relative to the amount of the sky dome that is visible at any particular grid cell, and the
distribution of brightness in the sky model. The centerlines of the Colorado River and its
tributaries, depths from which a slightly greater amount of the sky would be visible, are
more apparent and continuous as lighter, curving lines.
This is consistent with results from uniform sky models applied to urban elevation
models in Houston, Texas (Kennelly and Stewart 2006). Streets were darkest at the edge
of buildings and became progressively brighter moving toward street centerlines. Street
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intersections also were brightest at their midpoint, much as the Colorado River becomes
brighter at points where tributaries join the river.
6. Discussion
Rendering terrain with the use of sky models creates a geo-visualization using geosimulation. In this sense, such methodologies could make important contributions to VGEs
as described by Lin et al. (2013). In a VGE workspace, the user can, among other things,
conduct computer-aided geographic experiments (CAGEs) that correspond to the real
world and its physical dimensions.
Geo-visualization is concerned with computation, cognition, and graphic design
(Butten-field and Mackaness, 1991), and virtual environments can empower such efforts
(MacEachren et al., 1999). Terrain representations including hill-shading have been
classified under the cartographic field of ‘Analytical Cartography.’ This more ‘analytical, conceptual, and mathematical approach’ to terrain representation (Moellering 2000,
p. 205) has been applied to both mathematical representations of the terrain (e.g., contours, triangulated irregular networks) and visualizations of the modeled terrain. The
latter falls under the field of ‘Analytical Visualization,’ as discussed by Moellering (2000,
2012).
Methods of terrain representation help users to visualize geospatial data in three dimensions. Evidence of the utility and popularity of such methods includes chapters on terrain
representation (and analysis) in numerous introductory textbooks on geo-visualization,
GIS, and cartography (e.g., Robinson et al. 1995, Slocum et al. 2008, Chang, 2011). Such
methods are often extended to 3D visualization of spatial information in general (e.g.,
Wood et al. 2005, Moellering 2012). Additionally, the landscape metaphor as defined by
Fabrikant et al. (2010) offers some potential for expanding geographic thinking about data
that can be represented similarly to terrain into the realm of information visualization.
Geo-simulations tend toward human geography and its spatial interactions (e.g.,
Benenson and Torrens 2004, Albrecht 2005) and environmental simulations (e.g., Steyaert
and Good-child 1994, Yuan 1999). Regarding terrain, early algorithms designed for
extracting drainage networks (O’Callaghan and Mark 1984) were then incorporated into
hydrologic models (Maidment 1993) and then into something more closely resembling
a VGE. Steyaert and Goodchild (1994) stress the importance of the move from what
Maidment (1993) describes as a lumped-model to a distributed parameter approach. In the
former, the spatial properties in the watershed are averaged without consideration of local
effects; in the latter, the spatial characteristics of detailed digital terrain and ancillary data
are considered. By analogy, our sky modeling approach attempts to use a distributed sky
model to refine the current lumped-model of a point illumination source representing all
of the sky for terrain representation.
Another type of geo-simulation in terrain studies from which analogies might be drawn
is visibility analysis. Given one location within a terrain grid, such analysis defines a viewshed or isovist based on which grid cells are visible from that location. Visibility graphs
(O’sullivan and Turner 2001, Turner et al. 2001) extend this concept by recording all
visibility relations in the landscape. O’sullivan and Turner (2001) note that visibility graphs
require significant pre-processing, equivalent to calculating a viewshed for each cell in a
DEM. Turner et al. (2001) apply these graphs to architectural settings, with uses including
way finding and use of space.
Using sky models to shade terrain uses visibility analysis in a different manner. The
technique can be conceptualized as defining what portion of the sky hemisphere is visible
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from each grid cell in the DEM (Section 3.3), and then summarizing all of the visible sky’s
luminance and orientation with respect to the surface element, after which the grid cell is
displayed in a shade of gray. Much as explanations of visibility analysis are also illustrated
with lines of sight, numerous vectors of illumination can be thought of as beginning at the
sky hemisphere and ending at a small terrain element located at the center of the hemisphere. Shading would depend on sums of luminance, with cells of the DEM not visible
along a particular vector having a shadow to represent that particular lack of intervisibility.
Although more computationally intensive than typical hill-shading using one illumination vector, this method could make a greater contribution to and provide more potential
use within a VGE, especially the sub-environment ‘modeling and simulation environment’
and its ‘model standard specification design’ as defined by Lin et al. (2013). They point out
that this requires multidisciplinary perspectives, as this research achieves in incorporating
concepts from computer graphics and architectural design. With this history comes well
established standards related to sky modeling adopted by the CIE, allowing researchers to
reuse these methods and implement them in heterogeneous models, as suggested by Lin
et al. (2013).
7. Conclusions
Our results indicate that non-directional rendering, with the illumination source most
intense near the sky’s zenith and luminosity having radial symmetry, are effective at
revealing primary and secondary landforms within negative relief areas such as the Grand
Canyon of Arizona and its tributaries and plateaus. For positive relief landforms, however,
non-directional illumination results in renderings that lack the perceptual relief effect. This
shading effect is best described as ‘the less visible sky, the darker.’ Results also show
that directional rendering, including conventional point source rendering, is effective for
displaying major landforms with a 3D appearance. Secondary landforms, however, can
appear more distinct through the use of more diffuse sources of directional illumination.
Specific examples illustrated in this paper include ridgelines and river channels in the
Valley and Ridge province of Pennsylvania and glacial valleys and arêtes on M. Hood in
Oregon.
This methodology differs from other cartographic hill-shading techniques that can also
be used to highlight secondary terrain features. Use of additional illumination directions
to highlight features such as valleys parallel to the illumination vector is well documented
by Brassel (1974), Imhof (1982), and more recently automated within GIS software (e.g.,
Jenny, 2001). These methods, however, require expert cartographic knowledge of how variations in shades of gray of secondary landforms will work in concert with the overall
hill-shading effect. Podobnikar (2012) achieves interesting and striking effects with visibility masks, but this method does not directly relate to illumination principles. Another
method uses variations in luminosity based on aspect direction (Kennelly and Kimerling,
2004), but this is only possible for certain color combinations and bases colors on maximizing variations in luminosity. Although all of these methods can effectively highlight
secondary landforms, none use a single sky model across the entire terrain.
The computer application of Section 4.4 offers a full palette of sky illumination models, including uniform, clear day, overcast, sharp, and turbid sky models. The computer
application allows a map designer to select, from among numerous sky models, to see the
shading and shadowing effects of a particular model on a sample terrain, and to select a
desired number of sky samples. The application outputs are a text file of azimuths and
inclinations to be used for hill-shading terrain, as well as the weights to apply to the
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hill-shaded grids before summing all grids as a final rendering true to the sky model
selected.
Such an implementation seems a first logical step in moving terrain rendering toward
VGEs grounded in explicitly specified, multidisciplinary standards, where such geosimulations using visibility analysis can be used to create geo-visualizations of terrain or
other 3D displays of spatial data.
Note
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The Agarwal et al. method allocates samples to strata in proportion to the importance measure
(radiance times solid angle to the 0.25 power). We found that dimmer areas of the sky got very
few samples with this method and the few, isolated samples tended to cast light such as dim
point sources, resulting in sometimes-perceptible sharp shadow edges. By allocating an equal
number of samples per stratum, we push more samples into the dimly-lit regions, so samples
in those regions become closer to each other and responsible for smaller solid angles, reducing
the artifacts.
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